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Stourport , Ruth Bourne LRPS

Digital Group
Digital Group meets next on Thursday,
18th May at 7.30 pm at the Claines Royal
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Lane,

WR3 7RL.
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Green Heron and Manatee
by Barrie Glover DPAGB BPE3
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The Deal, Charles Ashton ARPS

Congratulations!
Congratulations to Paul Mann ARPS CPAGB who has had
several pictures accepted for the 2017 Cheltenham Salon
& also won a ribbon.
Mono "Kafla Power Station" (ribbon) & “Off Season”.
Travel “Floating Market” & “Milky Way & Aurora”.
Open “Aurora Borealis & Ice” & "Aurora,Sea &
Mountains”.
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It’s double celebrations in the Rees Mann household….
Dr Jenny Rees Mann writes:I was pleased to hear that ‘Water slide; Albanian style’ has been accepted by Cheltenham International Salon of photography.
It was taken early one freezing morning in February this year, on a beach in Albania, using my little Canon EOS on a tripod, with a borrowed
filter hand-held in front of the 11-22mm lens. Went back inside for hot coffee shortly afterwards!
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Congratulations too to Dr Charles Ashton ARPS whose
"Crafty Fag" was accepted for the London Salon of
photography and will be exhibited at 4 locations in the UK
and Ireland.
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Members’ news
Oops! A little while ago I published an update on Bob Tunstall's latest
acceptances but think I somehow omitted his other bit of news, which was
as follows:At the end of March about twelve WCC members went to see Mark
Hamblin on Saturday 25th March

at Droitwich (as advertised in WCC

Photonews).
Bob says "Den (Lee) and I have known Mark since 2002 when we
first

visited

Wildshots

in

Scotland and
his late father
was a regular
lecturer

at

WCC in the nineties as he lived in Bideford-On-Avon. This was a great show
of still and video footage of landscapes and Nature."
The attached photos were taken by Dave Hull, Publicity Officer for
Droitwich Camera Club - and featured on their website!

Barrie’s adventures
Barb and I went to Florida in April to attempt to photograph the birds and natural features in the swamps, but no-one told us that the
swamps had dried up in the areas we had planned to visit due to a prolonged and severe drought they are experiencing. Hey ho…
A significant incident during the trip was the fact that I suffered a severe lower back sprain after slipping when getting out the shower
and was hospitalised for a while. A good job Barb is adventurous and took over the driving. I lay virtually motionless on a motel bed for
two days and when it came time to move to the next hotel I suggested that Barb should ask a group of bikers who were outside our
room to try to move me off the bed and carry me to the car.
Now here’s the rub, the biker guys came into the room, black leather, beards all the gear. They were Italians and spoke good English.
The first one started to check my spine and muscles; he introduced himself and said he was a qualified chiropractor. Talk about luck,
never again in a million years!
There were four of them, all medical people. They confirmed it was fortunately not skeletal but that it was a severe lower back strain.
They taped me with the appropriate tape which, I assume, being medical bikers, they carry with them as an emergency provision, and
insisted that I should visit a hospital for either an x-ray or CT scan and a course of strong pain killers. We followed their advice and
visited a hospital and the CT scan showed it was, as they said, a severe strain muscle. A variety of pain killers was administered and
eventually the pain subsided.
We returned to the UK, photographically very disappointed, I am still working on the images but I am unhappy with the batch in
general, one of the main reasons being that I fitted newly bought Xume rare earth filter rings to a couple of my zoom lenses and left
them in situ. I never checked the images taken except for the histogram and unfortunately in many cases I have been left with a very
severe vignette. I know, my own silly fault entirely! The vignettes are obviously more severe as the lenses get to their widest angle,
and that is even without the intended filter and its mating ring magnetically attached. Members should be aware of this vignette issue
if considering buying this filter aid system. They are excellent but need to be used with caution.
Since returning to the UK I have undergone a medical procedure that has laid me low for a week or so, fortunately well on the road to
recovery now so really looking forward to getting out and about again.
We look forward to welcoming Barrie back on Thursday when he gives his talk and wish him a speedy recovery.
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Three more of Barrie’s images from his
recent trip.

Roseate spoonbills,
Manatee’s teeth,
Sandpiper and marbled godwit.
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Postcards
Judy Knights LRPS DPAGB sends us 'Postcards' from her recent travels across a rather wet northern Europe “It was a great shame that I
did not see Krakow in the dry - still, a good excuse to go back! It was a very interesting trip - my first of that kind of holiday. Next time I don't
think I will choose one that covers quite so much ground - took me 3 days to emerge from my 'zombie' state! I now have to sort hundreds of
images - you can only keep so many pics of wet cobbles!”
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Feedback welcome!
John Riley recently returned from a 3-week cruise holiday around the East Coast of
Australia and Singapore - sounds wonderful! He says:I intend using most of the photos I took during this time towards my Diploma.
I did a Helmet Dive on the Great Barrier Reef, which consisted of air being piped into a helmet
and you walk on a submerged platform which is about 6 metres below the surface. I also went
snorkelling and was amazed at the awesome colours of the coral and fish but always on the
look out for sharks! I would welcome any comments to assist me to produce my portfolio.
The underwater photos were taken with an Olympus TG 4 camera which is waterproof to 15
metres and I was impressed with their quality.
Diver
Great

on

the

Barrier

Reef:

The Great Barrier
Reef:.

Fish feeding on
Great
Reef.
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Barrier

John

Riley;

Sunset at Sea

We hope you’ve all been doing your Diploma ‘homework’!

Les Bailey sent an “adderndum” to his Sycamore Gap
picture.
Here's a pic of an adder I encountered on the walk from
Sycamore Gap. Slithered across the path into the long
grass, then disappeared into a hole. Not a great image, but
I decided not to investigate and get closer…
We’ll let him off this time!

AV challenge
PAGB are giving lots of advance notice of an AV
award session, applications to be in by end of
December. Only 8 people nationally needed to
make sure it runs - so come on, WCC, I'm sure at
least a couple of our AV group might be up for the
challenge?
Photo-Harmony is welcome, so you don't even have
to tangle with the intricacies of recording if you
wish.... Can we get a few people together to have a
go?
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Diary
17 May Upton Warren walk with WWT.
Booking essential.
19 May 10.30 a.m. Wychbury wander
20 May Fossils and Flowers at Penny Hill
Bank (day course)
29 May - 4 June Worcester Wildlife week check out the events.
18-21 May Photo London

and the Mat

Collishaw Thresholds premiere. Using the
latest in VR technology, Thresholds will
restage one of the earliest exhibitions of
photography in 1839, when William Henry
Fox Talbot first presented his photographic
prints to the public at King Edward's School,
Birmingham. The experience will be fully
immersive;

walk

freely

throughout a

digitally reconstructed room, and touch the
bespoke vitrines, fixtures and mouldings;
even the heat from a coal fire will be
recreated. A soundscape includes the sound
of demonstrations of the Chartist protesters

PAGB news

who rioted in 1839 on the streets of

Malvern spring show cacti: phone
pic collage, Ruth Bourne

Birmingham, and can be glimpsed through
the digital windows.

Issue 184
And 184 Extra

19/20 May Bletchley Park at Night

Competitions

20th May Worcester Motor Festival

RPS DIG Expo - book now! 4-ticket Next & Instagram street competition

Fine Art Photography Awards

package - £100 (£25 p.p.).
Worcester show

The Societies - May’s Competitions are

Annual Bretforton Silver Band Asparagus
Auction Sun 28 May, from 6pm Free Entry.
Gloucester Tall Ships May 27-29

now open - Free to enter for all
Webbs’ 2018 calendar photo competition

photographers.

closes 5th June. Up to 6 photos, win £100

Life on Earth Photography Competition

vouchers.

On Your Travels Photography Competition
See the results for April here: Street

Croome Walled Gardens now open until

TPOTY

Cultures - Fine Art - Spring into Action

Midland Salon closes 28th June.

RSPCA Young Photographer Awards 2017

September Fri/Sat/Sun.
15th July PAGB Interclub PDI competition
- well worth going along, not far away and APOY 2017
a good day of images. Booking essential.
Photocrowd)

Open to anyone aged 18 or under and it’s
Street

photography

(on

free. Have your photos judged by a panel
of top photographic experts including BBC
Springwatch presenter, Chris Packham.

Headed for France this summer? Le Havre ESPY 2017 - includes a photobook
celebrates 500 years.
category.

Wildlife Contest. One free entry for a free
account (signup required). Great prizes.
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Commercial
For those who admire Irene Froy's techniques and are interested in learning more, she is running a workshop in November in Telford.
£25 pp.

Deft definitions
Casting some light this week… Thanks to Alan Hollis for this collection.
Flash Gun A combined lamp holder, reflector, battery case & switch designed to fire an expendable bulb just after the shutter has
closed.
Flash head Progressive educationalist.
Flash Technique A practice of doubtful desirability.
Highlight A photographic lamp suspended over a sitter's head in such a way that he is bound to be hit by it when he stands up.
In the case of a bald-headed sitter, it is essential the lamp is switched on. It then becomes known as 'burned in highlights.'
Illumination A commodity of which there is never quite enough. Frequently, and perversely known as available light - which it isn't.

Midland Fine Arts
If you are using the summer break to get ahead with your printing, mounting and/or framing, or if you want to start doing some print
work and perhaps exhibition work, don’t forget our sponsors Midland Fine Arts offer discount on their prices for WCC members. Get your
mount boards, pre-cut mounts (specify your own sizes and apertures), WCC-style exhibition black frames (reference the club if ordeing)
and a wide range of other frames plus all the hanging paraphernalia from MFA. Quote WCC membership when you order.
If you drop by (weekdays only) they sometimes have bargain buys too! Worth a visit to look at their range. Contact MFA with any queries
or requests for advice. We have always found Simon and team to be very helpful and responsive.
Find MFA at Unit 2, Frederick Road, Hoo Farm Industrial Estate, Kidderminster, Worcestershire DY11 7RA.
Telephone 01562 747355
Fax 01562 67891
Email chandler@xlninternet.co.uk (Simon Chandler).
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